Spontaneous de novo germline mutations in humans and mice: rates, spectra, causes and consequences.
Germline mutations are the origin of genetic variation and are widely considered to be the driving force of genome evolution. The rates and spectra of de novo mutations (DNMs) directly affect evolutionary speed and direction and thereby establish species-specific genomic futures in the long term. This has resulted in a keen interest in understanding the origin of germline mutations in mammals. Accumulating evidence from next-generation sequencing and family-based analysis indicates that the frequency of human DNMs varies according to sex, age and local genomic context. Thus, it is likely that there are multiple causes and drivers of mutagenesis, including spontaneous DNA lesions, DNA repair status and DNA polymerase errors. In this review, recent studies of human and mouse germline DNMs are discussed, and the rates and spectra of spontaneous germline DNMs in the mouse mutator lines Pold1exo/exo and TOY-KO (Mth1-/-/Ogg1-/-/Mutyh-/- triple knockout) are summarized in the context of endogenous causes and mechanisms.